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Keep On Workin’
Chorus:

We keep on, on workin’
even when haters want to see us in the dirt and
we keep our heads up, that’s for certain
stay focused and keep working

Verse 1:

The best things in life are the things that are gained
By putting in work and effort to obtain
Watch me maintain and achieve all my dreams
Find the inner vision to make ‘em reality
See I envision me soon/ walking across that stage
And all those trash talking fools/ will straight up be amazed
Plus I feel the loving gaze/ coming from my family
I graduated I did it and made it actually 
But practically I had to start with the end in mind
Now I got to watch how/ I am spending my time
I know I could be playing video games for hours
So I got to refrain and maintain some will power
First do my homework and then I’ll play the games
And with that simple flip I switched up my grades
I went from a C to a B, it was so easy
I’m gonna walk that stage please believe me

(Chorus)

Verse 2:

Why should I even work, what is the point?
When I could just chill and puff a joint!
Be easy, take the path of least resistance
When I see a challenge in my way, keep my distance
Yeah, relaxation is my hustle
I do what I want when I want, it’s what I do.
Yeah, and I don’t see nothing wrong
With living off my girl and living with my mom
So what? You think it is gangsta? You think it is raw?
To hang up potential to work hard at the door?
I’m sorry dude, mad cats are laughing at ya.
Cuz that way of life is going to come back and catch ya.
Like an uppercut to the chin one day
No job prospects except minimum wage
Kicked out the house no girl to depend on
No money to spend this is the road you dead end on
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Bridge (Repeat 2x):

With my fingers in the dirt I’m gonna work I’ma work
Put the seed in the earth until the season where it’s birthed
With my mind on my worth, I’ma work, I’ma work
Knowing my potential is the key to the search

(Chorus)

Verse 3:

I have been working like a worker bee swinging from the circuitry, 
navigating perfectly do it with an urgency
Shovel is on my shoulder I travel like I am fortified
Hum beat with the battle cry, cobbler with the saddle ride,
determined to make it through working like a servant dude
life will throw a curve at you hit it hard and bunt a few
If you are not willing to work what you dream won’t come to you
So you got to get it done and do it like it is something new
You are in a position to move a mountain out the way
Drop you shoulder drive your legs push those rocks into the bay
Build you castle on that rock, get it started never stop
Find out what could hold you back ,expose it like a crocked cop
Everyone of us is looking for something that will satisfy
People think avoiding work will do it, family that’s a lie
If you want to be the kind of person you were meant to be
Dig into that work ya’ll physically and mentally

(Chorus)


